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How to take back control of ‘Cloud 
Sprawl’ in your Company

WHAT IS CLOUD 
SPRAWL ?

Cloud sprawl is a situation 
created by the ever-growing use 
of  public cloud services and 
apps by individuals within a 
company. This encompasses 
Apps tha t they do have 
permission to use and also 
those that are used without any 
permiss ions f rom the IT 
department.

Storage Made Easy Cloud Appliance 
for Indexing, Auditing, e-Compliance, 
and secure file sharing

The proliferation of Cloud Storage and Cloud SaaS Services is both a blessing 
and a curse for businesses. In the past IT was able to control and lock down 
which applications and services could be used, but today services such as Box 
and DropBox, and a host of others gives IT at best a headache and at worst a 
challenge that is a constantly moving target.

End users are also driving for use of such tools as they strive to increase 
personal productivity which the various SaaS services provide, and which IT 
would like to ban or lock down so they become the antithesis of what they 
were intended to be.  

Even tools that are authorized by IT are not necessarily immune to this 
problem. What happened to that file link a user shared from SharePoint? Who 
opened it? Was it supposed to be shared?

Recent research commissioned by Opsview reveals 67 percent of UK IT 
decision-makers worry about how easy it is for their staffs to sign up and 
install cloud services. The survey also found that 76 per cent of IT directors 
admitted employees are likely to flout IT policies in order to make use of 
cloud services. This research was backed up by separate research conducted 
by Global Technology Provider Avanade in which it revealed the emergence of 
Cloud sprawl   had 67% of 600 executives interviewed  in the UK were 
worried that the rapid adoption of publicly-available cloud services was 
putting their company at risk. enables Service Providers to deliver against this. 
opportunity.
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The ability for IT to take back control  means that they can more effectively control data compliance issue challenges 
presented by Cloud Services, as well as those more broadly presented by e-compliance. Widespread use of digital 
communication technology has led to companies facing a new types of challenge with regards to the management of  privacy, 
consumer protection, Intellectual Property, and content governance.

Compliance issues are of course not the only issue companies face when it comes to distribution of digital information 
across Cloud Services. Information visibility is required across all these services when, for example, doing something as 
simple as a document search.

The Storage Made Easy Cloud File Server can be used as either a SaaS service or an onsite Cloud Appliance to address these 
issues. Firstly any Clouds or SaaS services added to the File Server have  information  indexed and recorded, and made 
available from a single unified explorer view. As users create anew content and upload it to any of the Cloud and SaaS 
services that have been added to the Cloud File Server, each service’s API is used to securely capture, store and index the 
files. Note that no content needs to be copied. All this is stored and accessed from the original repository.

File event logging can be set at a micro or macro level to record any file event from any user with related IP addresses and 
GEO Location information. This information provided an audit trail that can be filtered and stored:

Figure 1: File Event  Audit logs

Also the SME Cloud Admin can control which ‘private’ individual user clouds can be used or added for the company.. For 
example the Admin may decide to enable each user to add a Google Apps Docs Account and restrict all others, or may also 
enable users to  add personal DropBox accounts also. Any personal user Clouds that are added in this way can also be 
indexed, audited and file events recorded.  

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING
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In addition to this any file uploaded has the GEO location recorded as to where it was uploaded from and where it was 
uploaded to, again for audit and compliance purposes. The integration of geo-location technology can also helps organizations 
restrict access to files or SaaS applications appropriately dependent on any data privacy or e-compliance law that differs or is 
required to be supported on a cross border basis. Access to the File Server can also further be restricted by IP address.

The ability to index and record information from different Cloud Stores as described above also results in a powerful cross-
cloud search capability, in which searches for content are made against all the Clouds that have been added, with results 
returned instantly. This becomes more powerful the more services that are added and this can also include email.

Figure 2:  Cloud Data  Governance Options

File versioning can be controlled centrally from the File server as can consolidate permissions that work above all Clouds. 
File locking operates in a ‘check-in’ and ‘check-out’ manner across all cloud stores mapped to the SME Cloud Appliance and 
it works transparently across cloud stores and from the web or any desktop or device.

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING
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Figure 3:  Centralized permissions management

Sophisticated granular visual permissions can be applied across cloud stores providing a single source of truth and control. 
Alternatively for companies that use Active Directory then the Storage Made Easy Cloud File Server can simply use this for 
single sign-on and resource management.

As the SME Cloud Server works with different cloud store is also able to index and record information resulting in a 
powerful cross-cloud search capability, in which searches for content are made against all the Clouds that have been added, 
with results returned instantly. This becomes more powerful the more services that are added, which can also include email.

The Storage Made Easy Cloud Content Connector increases this search ability significantly by not only enabling the 
metadata of documents to be search (filename, description etc) but also the actual content of  the documents irrespective of 
whether they are stored on public or private clouds. This in essence give a company its own private search engine for its 
own corporate data.

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING
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Bring Your Own Device or BYOD as it is often referred to, is a description of a trend whereby employees use their own 
smartphone and tablet devices to access corporate data. This presents interesting challenges for organizations who want to 
embrace the cost savings of users using their own device, but also want to ensure they still have "control"/ The SME Cloud 
File Server has built in support for controlling clients and devices down to a user level.

Figure 4:  Bring your own Device Options

The Cloud File Server administrator controls which devices and access clients that each user of the Cloud File Server can 
connect from. The administrator can entirely disable a user or just choose to disable access from any of the devices/access 
clients from the users settings.  This means that if a device is lost even if login details are saved, login will be denied. 

Secure Audited file sharing is another benefit of tying in audit controls and security to data.  The SME Appliance can provide a 
fill audit trail for all shared files including remote IP address of download and offer policy driven password protection and 
time expiry features. 

Figure 5: Secure Link Sharing

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING
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Storage Made Easy also integrates with real business providing productivity tools such as Microsoft Outlook and Mac Mail 
making employees life easier and providing substantial productivity and security benefits.  All the links shared this way can be 
controlled as to expiry, can be password protected and are audited as with links shared from an SME client.

Figure 6: Secure Link sharing from Mac Mail

Figure 7: Secure Link sharing from Microsoft Outlook

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING
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In summary unmanaged usage by company staff can not only lead to security issues for IT, such as incomplete or lost data, 
but can also lead to  potential breaches of corporate governance and regional data legislation rules. In addition it prevents 
companies from fully leveraging the cost savings that are associated with cloud computing, and ultimately can undermine such 
infrastructure adoption  by IT departments.

Storage Made Easy provides a solution that encompasses all private and cloud stored corporate data. SME does not copy or 
move files. It provides governance and security controls and joined up policies for existing data. The vendor alternative is 
often “move your data to my cloud” to obtain even some of these features.  This just creates another cloud silo with yet 
more data replicated and ultimately contributes to the Cloud Sprawl that you are trying to control !

SECURE, AUDITED COLLABORATION AND DOCUMENT SHARING

BUSINESS BENEFITS SUMMARY

Capture and Index SaaS and Private / Public File Cloud Services

Full event auditing with downloadable audit trail across all services added

Secure File Sharing: With full audit tracking , and password and time expiry options

Provide GEO / IP restriction monitoring and filtering

Search across Clouds and Services for e-discovery needs and to promote information visibility and access

Bring Your own Device Full support for Bring your own Device and BYOD management

Unified Permissions Unify permissions across different data services

Single Sign On (SSO) Full support for SSO with Active Directory integration and custom options
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UK OFFICE
Vehera Ltd
First Floor Unit 1
Mulgrave Chambers
26-28 Mulgrave Road
Sutton 
Surrey
SM2 6LE

TELEPHONE:
+448006899094 ext. 1 for Sales

US OFFICE
One Reservoir Corporate Center          
4 Research Drive 
Suite 402   
Shelton, Connecticut, 06484

TELEPHONE:
+1.203.604.6860

EUROPEAN OFFICE
Imbisbuehlstrasse 108
CH-8049 Zurich
Switzerland

TELEPHONE :
+41 (0) 43 818 46 74

Contact Us

OTHER METHODS OF CONTACT

Email: Sales@StorageMadeEasy.com

Skype: StorageMadeEasy

Website: Live Sales feature. Just click to chat

UK HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS AND LOCATION
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